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Commisioning of the offline transfer beamline

for the ALPHATRAP experiment:

The novel cryogenic Penning-trap experiment ALPHATRAP is currently set up at

the Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik in Heidelberg. ALPHATRAP is a follow-up

experiment of the Mainz g-factor experiment, extending measurements of the bound

electron g-factor to the high-Z regime. This allows, among others for a high-precision

test of bound-state quantum electrodynamics in the extremely strong fields of highly

charged ions. Ions up to hydrogen-like 208Pb81+ are externally produced in the

Heidelberg electron beam ion trap (EBIT) and will be transferred in a ultra-high

vacuum beamline to the Penning trap-setup.

The commissioning and setup of this beamline is the subject of this thesis. A

second compact non-cryogenic EBIT is used as an offline ion source for the test and

commissioning of the beamline and Penning-trap system. It was shown that with this

compact EBIT, bunches of argon ions up to 40Ar15+ can be extracted. For these

ion bunches, the transport through the offline beamline and deceleration, necessary

for the ion injection into the Penning-trap system, were successfully demonstrated.

Results for charge-state distributions from the EBIT and the time of flight of the

ion transport are presented.

For sympathetic laser cooling of the trapped ions in the future, the production of
9Be+ in an external laser ablation source was demonstrated, and an interim in-trap

ion source for the production of 9Be+ was constructed.

Kommissionierung der Ionentransportstrecke

für das ALPHATRAP Experiment:

Das neue kryogene Penningfallen-Experiment ALPHATRAP befindet sich derzeit im

Aufbau am Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik in Heidelberg. Es ist der Nachfolger

des Mainzer g-Faktor-Experiments und wird die Bestimmung des g-Faktors von

gebundenen Elektronen in den Bereich höherer Ladungszustände erweitern. Dies

ermöglicht es u.a. die Quantenelektrodynamik in gebundenen Zuständen von hoch

geladenen Ionen mit höchster Präzision zu testen. Die hochgeladenen Ionen bis zu

wasserstoffähnlichem 208Pb81+ müssen extern in der Heidelberger Elektronenstrahl-

Ionenfalle (EBIT) erzeugt werden. Für den Transport von der Heidelberg-EBIT zu

der Penningfalle wird daher eine Beamline benötigt.

Gegenstand dieser Arbeit ist die Kommissionierung und der Aufbau dieser Ionentrans-

portstrecke. Zur Inbetriebnahme und Testzwecken der Strahlführungslinie und des

Fallensystems steht eine weitere kompakte nicht kryogene EBIT zur Verfügung. Es

konnte gezeigt werden, dass von dieser EBIT hochgeladene Ionen bis zu 40Ar15+

extrahiert, durch die Strahlführungslinie transportiert und für den Einschuss in die

Penningfallen abgebremst werden können. Es werden Ergebnisse zu den Ladungs-

zustandsverteilungen aus der EBIT und Flugzeitmessungen des Ionentransports

präsentiert.

Für eine geplante sympathetische Laserkühlung der gefangenen Ionen wurde die

Produktion von 9Be+ in einer externen Laserablationsquelle gezeigt und für eine

zwischenzeitliche in-situ Produktion von 9Be+ in der Falle eine Ionenquelle konstruiert.
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1 Motivation

Often the excitement for an experimental research is to test explanations and predic-

tions of existing theories and aims to derive a deeper understanding and sophisticated

knowledge of physics and the laws of nature. One way to do this consists in improving

the precision of experiments in order to reach a level which poses a challenge to

current models or predictions, where less known or unexpected phenomena might

emerge. One example is the measurement of the electron g-factor , both for the

free electron [1, 2] and of an electron bound to a nucleus [3–5]. This dimensionless

quantity is a directly accessible observable in experiments. Its value can be predicted

with an extreme accuracy by quantum electrodynamics (QED) [6–8], one of the

most important fundamental theories of the Standard Model in contemporary physics.

High-precision Penning-trap experiments are widely used to test those predictions and

are useful tools for these kind of investigations. Currently the high-precision Penning-

trap experiment ALPHATRAP is set up at the Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik,

Heidelberg.

Penning traps allow the storage and investigation of a single charged particle.

Unlike other similar high-precision g-factor experiments, ALPHATRAP is going to test

QED in the regime of extremely high electric fields of up to 1018 V/m. The highest

electric and magnetic fields which can be accessed in laboratory experiments are the

fields electrons experience when bound to a nucleus. Hence in the ALPHATRAP

experiment highly charged ions serve as a test object. By extending previously done

experiments at the g-factor apparatus in Mainz [9] to even heavier highly charged

ions, QED can be tested under extreme conditions. Whereas an in-trap creation

of the highly charged ions was feasible in the g-factor apparatus in Mainz, external

ion sources have to be used in the ALPHATRAP experiment for even heavier highly

charged ions. As a consequence, a beamline and an external transport and injection

system for the ions are needed. In the end of 2015 and the beginning of 2016, the

ALPHATRAP experiment proceeded to the next phase and final constructions and

assemblies were conducted.

In the second chapter a brief introduction to the basic theory of the free and bound

electron g-factor is given. The high-precision Penning-trap experiment ALPHATRAP

is motivated and the principles of the measurement with (ideal) Penning traps are

explained.

In the third chapter the experimental setup of the ALPHATRAP experiment is

presented. For the external production of the highly charged ions, electron ion beam

traps (EBIT) are used. The principle of this ion source and all necessary components

for an ion transfer beamline are explained.
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The main aim of this thesis was to setup and commission the beamline before and

after moving it from an offline test stand to its final position. The characterization of

an EBIT and the demonstration for ion transport in the beamline system is presented

as the main result of this thesis in the fourth chapter.
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2 Theory

QED is a relativistic quantum field theory of electrodynamics. QED describes the

interaction of charged particles with each other and with electromagnetic fields at all

energies and field strengths. This interaction is mediated by the photons. In 1965 the

Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded jointly to Sin-Itiro Tomonaga, Julian Schwinger and

Richard P. Feynman “for their fundamental work in quantum electrodynamics” [10].

By using QED they were able to explain (experimentally observed) deviations from

Dirac’s theory, such as the Lamb shift in hydrogen [11] and the electron’s anomalous

magnetic moment - a deviation of its g-factor from 2. There are many high-precision

experiments exploiting different approaches to test QED [2, 5, 12, 13]. Down to the

present day all the experimental results are in agreement with theory. This makes

QED one of the most accurate and most precisely tested theories of physics. Due to

this success and its ability to predict the values of physical observables, QED serves

as a model for other subsequent quantum field theories.

2.1 The electron g-factor

In the Standard Model, the electron is considered an elementary particle belonging to

the group of leptons and supposedly lacking any substructure [14]. It has an intrinsic

charge equal to an elementary charge e and it carries a spin1 s of 1/2~. The magnetic

moment µ is related to its spin s via the dimensionless electron g-factor ge in units

of the Bohr magneton µB given by

µ = −ge
e

2me

s = −ge
µB

~
s, (2.1)

where me denotes the electron mass and ~ = h/2π the reduced Planck constant.

2.1.1 The g-factor of the free electron

The value of the free electron g-factor was first calculated by Dirac in 1928 [15].

In his relativistic quantum mechanical treatment of the wave function of a massive

spin-1/2 particle, ge equals 2, which is the same as the 0th order of perturbation in

QED [14]. Experiments by Kusch and Foley in 1947 [16] were the first to show a

deviation from the expected value of 2. The excess is called the “anomalous magnetic

moment” of the electron and described by the quantity ae = 1
2

(ge−2). This deviation

1Bold faced letters denote vectorial quantities
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agreed with QED calculation performed by Schwinger [17]. In the Standard Model,

there are contributions from three types of interactions, electromagnetic, hadronic

and electroweak:

ae = ∆ae (QED) + ∆ae (hadronic) + ∆ae (electroweak) . (2.2)

In the framework of the Standard Model, the dominant contribution comes from

∆ae (QED), whereas ∆ae (hadronic) and ∆ae (electroweak) provide only small correc-

tions. The deviation due to QED effects arises from the interaction of the electron

with real or virtual electromagnetic fields. For a free electron the dominant contribu-

tion is due to self-energy and vacuum polarization. They must be taken into account

when comparing the theoretical value with measurements [18]. Since the strength of

the electromagnetic interaction is characterized by the fine structure constant α ('
1/137), the QED contributions can be perturbatively expanded in a power series of

α. The order of the expansion herein corresponds to the number of vertices in the

corresponding Feynman graphs [18]:

∆ge (QED) =

∞∑
n=1

(α
π

)n
a2n
e , (2.3)

= a2
e

(α
π

)
+ a4

e

(α
π

)2

+ a6
e

(α
π

)3

+ a8
e

(α
π

)4

+ a10
e

(α
π

)5

+ ... (2.4)

The coefficients a2n
e are finite due to the renormalizability of QED and also dependent

on the mass mµ resp. mτ of the other two leptons in the Standard Model, the muon

and tauon, as

a2n
e = A2n

1 + A2n
2 (me/mµ) + A2n

2 (me/mτ) + A2n
3 (me/mτ ,me/mµ). (2.5)

The first three terms of A2
1, A4

1, A6
1 are known analytically, whereas the others are

calculated numerically by taking an increasing number of Feynman diagrams into

account2. The comparison between theoretical and experimental values for the free

electron g-factor shows a good agreement:

atheo
e,free = 1.159 652 181 643 (25) (23) (16) (763) 10−3 [0.03 ppb], (2.6)

aexp
e,free = 1.159 652 180 73 (28) 10−3 [0.24 ppb]. (2.7)

To date the most precise3 theoretical value (2.6) for the free electron g-factor was

calculated by Aoyama et al. [18], where the first three uncertainties are from higher

order QED, hadronic and electroweak contributions. The last and largest uncertainty

is due to the uncertainty in the value of the fine structure constant4 α. The most

precise experimental value for the free electron g-factor (2.7) was measured in the

Harvard g-2 experiment by Gabrielse et al. [2].

2e.g. 891 resp. 12672 Feynman diagrams contribute to the value of A8
1 resp. A10

1 [18]
3Here [0.03 ppb] ≡ 0.03 parts per billion ≡ 0.03× 10−9 refers to the instrinsic theoretical relative

uncertainty and does not take the uncertainty in α into account
4For consistency the best known value for α not determined by g-2 measurements must be used [13]

(see also section 2.2).
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2.1.2 The g-factor of the bound electron

For the description of the electron bound in the nuclear coulomb field of highly charged

ions (HCI), additional effects contributing to the g-factor should be considered.

These are summarized under the name of bound-state QED (BS-QED). The main

contribution arises from relativistic corrections that can be solved analytically being a

direct solution of the Dirac equation, describing an electron bound in the potential of

a point charge with infinite mass. This was done by Breit in 1928 [19] and it is known

as “Breit term”. It reads for an electron in the 1s ground state of a hydrogen-like ion:

gBreit =
2

3

(
1 + 2

√
1− (Zα)2

)
. (2.8)

Being a rather small effect of a few ppm in a hydrogen atom, it reaches up to ≈ 13%

in hydrogen-like lead (Fig. 2.1). As in the case of the free electron g-factor, the QED

Figure 2.1: Breit term for to the bound electron g-factor for hydrogen-like ions

with nuclear charge Z = 1− 92 [14].

corrections for the bound electron g-factor are calculated as a series expansion in α.

In addition the coupling to the strong electric field of the nucleus with nuclear charge

Z has also to be taken into account. Strong herein refers to fields which cannot be

considered as a small perturbation anymore. In contrast to the free electron, coupling

to the field of the nucleus reads Zα instead of α. As an example, for hydrogen-like

lead 208Pb81+, Zα ' 0.60 (instead of α ' 1/137 ' 0.007). Therefore, the field has to

be considered non-perturbatively in all orders and the corrections can be calculated

numerically.
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Even though the deviation from 2 for the bound electron g-factor is dominated by

binding as well as nuclear and relativistic effects, the QED effects are not negligible in

high Z systems. Testing these predictions is a strong motivation for precision g-factor

measurements on HCI. So far only the one-loop QED contributions are calculated

in all orders of (Zα). Whereas BS-QED calculations are most accurate for small

Z, the dominant theoretical uncertainty arises from uncalculated two-loop diagrams

of order (Zα)5 or higher (Fig. 2.2) [20]. As shown in Fig. 2.2, in low Z systems

untested BS-QED contributions are on the level of 10−10 to 10−9, whereas in the high

Z regime untested effects occur already on the level of 10−6. For higher values of Z,

nuclear effects, for instance contributions due to the nuclear recoil and finite nuclear

volume, become more significant. So far, the motion of the electron was assumed as

to be in the constant central potential created by the nucleus being at rest. However,

by improving the experimental resolution and sensitivity, this assumption is not longer

justified. The nuclear recoil contribution is the leading mass-dependent term and the

experimentally achieved accuracy in the ppb range for g-factor measurements would

be sensitive enough for this effect [21], as in the case of isotopic dependencies [22].

Also, nuclear size and volume effects beyond a simple spherical model play a role.

However they influence the g-factor value already in medium Z systems at the current

level of experimental resolution [23]. All these contributions and their dependences

on the nuclear charge Z are summarized in Fig. 2.2.

2.2 ALPHATRAP

One experimental method to measure the g-factor is the use of Penning traps such as

ALPHATRAP. In the following, both a motivation for the ALPHATRAP experiment

and an introduction to the principle of Penning traps shall be given. Hitherto, bound

electron g-factor measurements were done for low Z systems such as 12C5+ [3],
16O7+ [4], 28Si11+ [25], 28Si13+ [5] and 40Ca17+-48Ca17+ [22] at the University of

Mainz. Up to date, the latter is the most stringent test of BS-QED at a level of

5× 10−10 [5].

Today the current knowledge of the perturbative regime of QED is quite advanced

and tested with extraordinary precision. However, less is known about the nonpertur-

bative regime of QED when considering QED in very strong fields [26]. As for any

perturbative theory, it is expected that QED might fail under extreme conditions. In

fact, QED might be an effective theory that follows from the low-field limit of a more

general theory. Therefore, pushing tests of QED to the extreme is of great interest.

Nonlinear behavior for the electromagnetic field is supposed to occur5 above a critical

threshold for the electrical field strength (see Ecrit in Fig. 2.3) [27, 28]. HCI are predes-

tined objects, given that a single electron bound to the nucleus (hydrogen-like electron

5Note that these predictions were made under the assumption of a homogeneous electric field,

whereas the Coulomb field of the nucleus has a spatial dependence.
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Figure 2.2: Contribution to the g-factor in hydrogen-like HCI with nuclear charge

Z = 1− 90 [24].

configuration, 1s1) experiences very strong electrical field strengths, which are not

accessible otherwise experimentally. For instance in case of hydrogen-like 208Pb81+,

the expectation value of the electric field strength in the 1s state reaches 1016 V/cm

(Fig. 2.3) [29]. ALPHATRAP aims to extend present measurements to the heavier

ions. Considering high-Z systems and reaching higher accuracy, corrections due to

the nuclear recoil and finite nuclear size or charge radius are also increasing. As the

expectation value 〈r〉 of the nucleus-electron distance is approximately ∝ 1/Z and the

probability |ψ(r = 0)|2 to find the electron at the center of the nucleus is ∝ Z3 [14],

the nuclear properties are probed by the electron experiencing extreme electric and

magnetic field strengths, which allows to draw conclusions about respective nuclear

properties [22]. As laboratory system, electrons in the electric field of HCI up to

hydrogen-like 208Pb81+ will be used. Whereas in the aforementioned experiments with

the Mainz setup, it was possible to use an in-trap ion source6 with an electron beam

energy of 4 keV to create hydrogen-like Si-ions, the very high ionization energies up

to 100 keV [30] for hydrogen-like lead require an external production of the HCIs.

Thus, one of the special features in the ALPHATRAP experiment is the possibility of

6See also section 3.8.
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Figure 2.3: Expectation value of the electrical field strength for the lowest-lying

states of a hydrogen-like ion in the range Z = 1− 92 [29]. The red

line denotes the critical field strength, where nonlinear behavior of the

electromagnetic field is predicted. The first three ion species were

measured in the Mainz g-factor experiments, where the other ones

are candidates to be measured in the ALPHATRAP experiment.

external ion injection into the trap and a beamline for the transportation of the HCIs.

Therefore, an ultra high to extremely high vacuum (UHV-XHV) room temperature

transfer beamline is used to guide highly charged ions to a custom-made cryostat and

a superconducting magnet containing the Penning-trap setup. HCIs can be provided

by the Heidelberg Electron Beam Ion Trap (Heidelberg EBIT) of the group of José

Crespo [31] located next to the ALPHATRAP setup and by a small non-cryogenic

EBIT (section 3.2) [32].

In addition, the measurements of the g-factor on HCI would provide access to

fundamental physical quantities such as the electron mass [33] and the fine struc-

ture constant α. The value of α can not be predicted by theory, but its precise

determination is essential for the comparison of theoretical models with experimental

observations. The dimensionless fine structure constant sets the scale of electromag-

netic interaction and is of fundamental importance in physics, since it is also related

12



to other fundamental constants. The current 2014 CODATA7 value is given as

α−1
CODATA14 = 137.035 999 139 (31) [0.23 ppb] [34]. (2.9)

In the theoretical value of the anomalous magnetic moment of the free electron (2.6),

the intrinsic theoretical uncertainty of ≈ 38× 10−15 is 1/20 of the uncertainty due to

the fine structure constant α [18]. So by assuming the theoretical QED calculations

and the Standard Model are correct, it is possible to deduce a value for α. By taking

the best known values for the theoretical (2.6) and experimental values (2.7), the

following value is obtained:

α−1
Harvard08 = 137.035 999 084 (51) [0.37 ppb] [2]. (2.10)

The best available value for the fine structure constant α determination with an

independent method is obtained by the measurement of the recoil velocity of a Rb

atom in an optical lattice upon absorption of a photon [13]. This is in agreement

with the value in (2.10):

α−1
~/m(Rb) = 137.035 999 037 (91) [0.66 ppb] [13]. (2.11)

g-factor measurements in HCI can provide an additional access to the fine structure

constant, yielding an improved value for it. By comparing experimental and theoretical

values for the bound electron g-factor in hydrogen-like ions, a value for α can be

derived and its relative uncertainty can be approximated by [35]

δα

α
≈

1

(Zα)2

√
(δgexp)2 + (δgtheo)2. (2.12)

Thus, for a given experimental uncertainty δgexp, HCI with higher Z are favored.

Nevertheless, for these high Z systems, the theoretical uncertainty δgtheo also increases

significantly with Z, due to contributions from uncalculated higher order QED

corrections and nuclear effects. Since the ultimate limit for the calculation of the

bound electron g-factor is set by nuclear effects, Shabaev et al. proposed a method to

reduce the achievable uncertainty for α significantly. This is based on the combination

of g-factor measurement for boron8- and hydrogen-like ions of the same spinless high

Z isotope [35]. The idea is based on the cancellation of contributions so that the

uncertainty due to nuclear effects decreases, whereas the main α-dependent terms

do not cancel (for a detailed description see [35]).

2.3 g-factor measurements with Penning traps

One way to test QED are high-precision experiments in Penning traps. The Penning

trap allows to spatially confine charged particles and enables investigations by means

7Committee on Data for Science and Technology
8electron configuration 1s22s22p1
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of radio frequency spectroscopy techniques. Therefore, this kind of trap is particularly

well suited to high-precision experiments. Experiments were pioneered by Van Dyck,

Schwinberg and Dehmelt at the University of Washington by the measurement of the

free electron g-factor to a precision of 4× 10−12 in 1987 [1], which was refined to

a precision of 0.76× 10−12 in 2008 by the group of Gabrielse at Harvard [2]. The

Nobel Prize in Physics 1989 was awarded jointly to Hans G. Dehmelt and Wolfgang

Paul “for the development of the ion trap technique” [36].

2.3.1 The ideal Penning trap

A Penning trap can be used to spatially confine charged particles by the superposition

of static magnetic and electric fields. Being able to confine a particle in all three

dimensions solely by means of an electrostatic field, it must be constructed in a

way that, a potential energy minimum is established in space and therefore the

corresponding force is pointing onto this point in all three directions. Earnshaw’s

Theorem states that such an electrostatic field does not exist [37]. A superposition

of an electrostatic and a static magnetic field offer a way out of this problem. For

the easiest analytical treatment this force F is harmonic and can then be written as

the gradient of the potential energy U.

F = −∇U(x, y , z). (2.13)

Therefore, the potential energy has a quadratic dependency in the x, y, z coordinates.

U(x, y , z) = Ax2 + By 2 + Cz2, (2.14)

where A,B, C are constants. For trapping a particle with charge q by an electrostatic

field, U can be rewritten as U = qΦ,

Φ(x, y , z) =
Φ0

2d2

(
Ax2 + By 2 + Cz2

)
, (2.15)

Φ being the scalar electric potential and the characteristic trap parameter

d2 =
1

2

(
z2

0 +
ρ2

0

2

)
, (2.16)

with the parameters z0 and ρ0 depending on the trap geometry.

The potential Φ (2.15) also has to satisfy the Laplace equation

∆U (x, y , z) = 0, (2.17)

which is fulfilled when A+ B + C = 0. The interesting case of rotational symmetry

around the z-axis implies A = B and C = −(A + B) which leads to an electric

quadrupole potential, for A = −1/2:

Φ(x, y , z) =
Φ0

2d2

(
z2 −

(x2 + y 2)

2

)
=

Φ0

2d2

(
z2 −

ρ2

2

)
, (2.18)
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where ρ =
√
x2 + y 2 is the radius in cylindrical coordinates. The difference in signs

of the radial and axial terms implies the potential has a saddle point and therefore

confining along the axial coordinate while repulsive along the radial direction. To

ensure confinement in the other coordinate, it is possible to use a static magnetic

field (e.g. in the z-direction along the axis of rotational symmetry), leading to an

(ideal) Penning trap [38].

The best approximation9 of this field in a Penning trap configuration can be

achieved by using a ring electrode and two endcap electrodes with a hyperbolic shape

resembling the equipotential surfaces of the potential (Fig. 2.4 (a)). The first Penning

traps were built in this geometry by Dehmelt in 1959, inspired by the experimental

work of Penning in the 1930s [39]. Another geometrical realization can be achieved

by using cylindrical annular electrodes, which are easier to machine and allow better

access to the center of the trap (Fig. 2.4 (b)). Additional correction electrodes are

used to remove and tune electrical field anharmonicities as proposed by Gabrielse [40].

Figure 2.4: Schematics of Penning traps in (a) hyperbolic and (b) cylindrical

electrodes geometry. The homogeneous magnetic field is aligned in

z-direction [41].

To solve the equation of motion [38, 42] of a charged particle with mass m and

charge q confined in an (ideal) Penning trap, it is instructive to separate the motion

into independent axial and radial components. The equation of motion for the axial

9Apart from machining imperfections and finite size of the trap
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and radial coordinates reads

mz̈ = qEz (2.19)

mρ̈ = q (Eρ + ρ̇×B) . (2.20)

Ez and Eρ denote the components of the electric field in z and radial directions and

the magnetic field is given by B. Since the axial confinement in the z-direction is solely

done by the electrostatic potential (2.18) and decoupled from the magnetic field

pointing in the z-direction, a simple harmonic oscillation due to purely electrostatic

forces along this z-direction is obtained,

z̈ + ω2
zz = 0 (2.21)

with the axial angular frequency10

ωz =

√
qΦ0

md2
. (2.22)

In the radial x-y -plane the restoring force results from the Lorentz force due to the

magnetic and electrostatic fields (2.20). Thus, the result for the radial motion is a

superposition of two harmonic oscillations with the magnetron frequency ω- and the

modified cyclotron motion with frequency ω+:

ω± =
ωc

2
±
√
ω2

c

4
−
ω2

z

2
, (2.23)

where

ωc =
q

m
B (2.24)

is the free cyclotron frequency. B denotes the constant homogeneous component of

the magnetic field along the z-axis equal to the symmetry axis for the (ideal) Penning

trap. Since the electrostatic potential is confining in the z-direction, the saddle-point

shape in the radial x-y -plane causes a repulsion in radial direction. Therefore the

(free) cyclotron frequency ωc is reduced to the modified cyclotron frequency ω+

because this repulsion reduces the centrifugal force. Some useful relations between

these frequencies are:

ω+ + ω- = ωc, (2.25)

2ω+ω- = ω2
z , (2.26)

ωc > ω+ � ωz � ω-, (typically) (2.27)

ω2
+ + ω2

- + ω2
z = ω2

c . (2.28)

10In the following ω denotes angular frequencies. They are related to the measured frequencies ν as:

ω = 2πν.
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The latter is the so-called Brown-Gabrielse invariance theorem [42] which even holds

in first order for a real Penning trap suffering from certain unavoidable imperfections11.

Fig. 2.5 shows both the single trajectories of these eigenmotions as well as the

resulting trajectory as the superposition of these three motions.

Figure 2.5: Exemplary motion of a charged particle in a Penning trap. ρ+, ρ−
and ρz are the radii of the corresponding modified cyclotron (red),

magnetron (blue) and axial (green) motion. The black line shows the

resulting trajectory being a superposition of all three eigenmotions.

The frequencies and amplitudes are not to scale [43].

2.3.2 Measurement principle

The measurement of the g-factor requires to measure different quantities to a

high-precision themselves. The basic principle of a g-factor determination reads as

follows:

As seen in the previous section, an ion in the Penning trap can be associated with

a free cyclotron frequency ωc (equation (2.24) which depends on the strength of the

magnetic field B. This frequency ωc can be determined measuring the frequencies

ω-, ω+ and ωz of the three eigenmotions and applying the invariance theorem (2.28).

These frequencies of the ion motion can be measured non-destructively via an image-

current detection and coupling different modes by radio frequency excitations. By the

11Equation (2.28) is exact even when the magnetic field and trap axis are misaligned provided the

magnetic field is homogeneous and the electric potential purely quadrupolar.
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ion motion in the trap, the oscillating charge induces currents in the trap electrodes.

These currents in the fA-range can be measured via cryogenic amplifiers and resonant

circuits developed in the group (see [44, 45] and references therein). At the same time,

the unknown magnetic field strength is probed by measuring the Larmor frequency

of the electron. During the measurement of the motional frequencies, spin flips are

induced via microwave irradiation. The spin state can be analyzed through a non

destructive spin state detection using the continuous Stern-Gerlach effect in the

Analysis Trap (AT) of the Penning-trap system (see section 3.7) [14]. This was

proposed by Dehmelt in 1973 [46] and successfully applied to electrons in a Penning

trap three years later [47].

Continuous Stern-Gerlach effect

For an ion in a magnetic field the spin state degeneracy for the energy eigenstates

is lifted. Since an electron in a magnetic field can have two spin eigenstates which

differ in their energy by a value of ∆E, a total energy of E± = E0 ± 1
2

∆E can be

assigned to the ion. E0 denotes the energy due to the oscillatory motions and can be

written as the sum of three independet quantum mechanical oscillators12:

E0 = (n+ +
1

2
)~ω+ − (n− +

1

2
)~ω- + (nz +

1

2
)~ωz. (2.29)

ni denotes the quantum number for one of the tree eigenmotions (+ = modified

cyclotron, - = magnetron, z = axial) at their respective frequencies ωi . ∆E is the

Zeeman splitting for the energy eigenstates of the electron and proportional to the

Larmor frequency ωL

∆E = ~ωL = ~
g

2

e

me

B, (2.30)

which equals the precession frequency of the angular momentum of the electron with

a magnetic dipole moment in the magnetic field.

The general shape of the magnetic field can be written as

B(z, ρ) = B0 − 2B1z + B2

(
z2 −

1

2
ρ2

)
+ . . . , (2.31)

where B0 is the homogeneous field, B1(z) a linear gradient along the z-direction

and B2(z, ρ) a curvature describing the “magnetic bottle” (see Fig. 2.6 (a) and

section 3.7). If B2 6= 0 the motional eigenfrequencies are shifted depending on their

energies and the spin state of the electron [14]. For the axial motion, this can be

seen in the following.

The potential energy Φmag of a magnetic moment µ in a magnetic field B is given

by

Φmag = −µB. (2.32)

12Note the minus sign for the energy of the magnetron mode. This implies a reduction of this energy

leads to an increase in the amplitude and results in a possible lose of the ion.
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Neglecting the linear gradient in (2.31) and using (2.32), Φmag becomes spin state

dependent, since there exist two eigenstates for the electron in a magnetic field:

Φmag = −µ±z
(
B0 + B2

(
z2 −

1

2
ρ2

))
, (2.33)

where µ±z is the expectation value of the projection of the magnetic moment onto

the z-axis. Thus in the z-direction the magnetic bottle contributes in addition to

the present quadratic electrostatic potential Φz
el (2.18) a spin dependent quadratic

potential Φz
mag, resulting in the effective axial potential Φz

eff (Fig. 2.6 (b)).

Φz
eff = Φz

el + Φz
mag =

(
Φ0

2d2
± µzB2

)
z2. (2.34)

Therefore ωz, determined by the total axial potential depends on the spin state of

the electron. A spin flip results in a tiny shift ∆ωz which can be measured for the

determination of the spin state,

|∆ωz| ≈
B2geµB
mionωz

. (2.35)

The largest frequency differences are obtained with light hydrogen-like ions in a

shallow trap and a strong magnetic bottle. The unambiguous detection of the spin

flips is experimentally challenging since they cause relative frequency shifts ∆ωz/ωz in

the order of 10−7, e.g. for [5]. Technically limited drifts in the stability or noise of

the trapping voltages cause already axial frequency shifts (2.35) in the same order of

magnitude, making it more complicated to distinguish these from frequency shifts

induced by spin flips. These are hurdles to overcome for measurements with heavier

ions, since from (2.35) follows ∆ωz ∝
√

1
mion

.

Using the continuous Stern-Gerlach effect allows a non-destructive detection of

the spin state. The maximum spin flip probability appears at a frequency equal to ωL

in the ideal case [44]. The Larmor frequency can be determined from the statistics

of the spin flip probability by repeating this cycle many times at different micro wave

excitation frequencies around ωL.

By combining (2.30) and (2.24) one can determine the bound electron g-factor as:

g = 2
ωL

ωc

qion

e

me

mion

= 2Γ0

qion

e

me

mion

, (2.36)

where Γ0 = ωL

ωc
. For the calculation of the g-factor the masses of the electron me

and the ion mion are used as input parameters. Their uncertainties then contribute to

the overall uncertainty of g and can also limit the achievable precision. A detailed

scheme of the measurement procedure can be found in [44, 48].

Assuming the QED calculations are correct on their level of precision, one can rear-

range equation (2.36) and use it to calculate the electron mass, being a fundamental

constant in the Standard Model,

me =
g

2Γ0

e

qion

mion. (2.37)
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Figure 2.6: (a) Magnetic bottle due to the field distortions created by a ferro-

magnetic ring electrode (orange) (b) Dependence of the effective

axial potential Φz
eff due to the interaction of the spin of the electron

in hydrogen-like ions with a field inhomogeneity B2 created by the

magnetic bottle (c) Spin state detection in the AT with intermittent

transport to the PT, where the spin transition is probed. Spinflips

can be detected by observing the spin state before and after each

stay in the PT. The changes in the absolute frequency are caused

by changes of the cyclotron energy in the PT. The data is taken

from [44] and similar observations are anticipated to be observed in

the ALPHATRAP experiment.

This was done by Sturm et al. [33, 49, 50] by measuring the g-factor in hydrogen-like
12C5+ surpassing the CODATA literature value [34] by a factor of 13 and it is used

for the adjustments of the value for the electron mass me.
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3 Experimental setup

This chapter will provide an overview of the ALPHATRAP setup with a particular

focus on experimental tools that have been used in the course of this thesis. The

ALPHATRAP experiment pushes g-factor measurements towards heavier systems.

The ionization energies of the HCIs require an ex-situ production, feasible in electron

beam ion traps (EBIT). The EBIT used for the ALPHATRAP experiment is the

Heidelberg EBIT (HD-EBIT) [51, 52] at the Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik.

The HD-EBIT will be able to produce HCI up to hydrogen-like lead 208Pb81+. The

cryogenic Penning-trap system of ALPHATRAP will be connected to the HD-EBIT

via an ultra-high vacuum beamline. In the following sections, the operation principle

of an EBIT, ion-optical elements employed in the beamline, the cryostat, the magnet

and the Penning-trap system will be presented.

3.1 Room-temperature beamline vacuum system

A high-precision g-factor measurement in the Penning traps requires the ions to be

stored for time in the order of weeks to months. To avoid collisions with ambient

rest gas atoms causing charge exchange processes with the consequent change in the

charge state of the trapped HCI, it is crucial to provide a sufficiently low pressure.

Thus a pressure ≤10−16 mbar is mandatory [21]. This is achieved by using the

cryopump and cryotrapping effect. The trap itself is cooled down to liquid helium

temperatures of about 4.2 K. Since the Penning trap region is not an enclosed volume

and is connected to the room temperature beamline via a CF161 tube, it is favorable

to avoid heat radiation and influx of gas molecules from this section into the trap

region. Therefore, on the one hand, a cryogenic valve was developed [54], which

allows to separate the trap region from the remaining beamline and is fully operational

at a temperature of 4.2 K and at high magnetic field strength. On the other hand, it

is desirable to achieve pressures as low as possible already in the room temperature

section of the beamline. The main section of the room temperature beamline is made

CF160 components and it is equipped with different sort of vacuum pumps providing

the required pumping power (Tab. 3.1).

1CF flanges use copper gasket and knife-edge flange for sealing. ConFlat� by Varian [53].
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Table 3.1: Overview of the used vacuum pumps for the ultra-high vacuum section

of the beamline. TP= turbomolecular pump, NEG=Non-Evaporable

Getter pump, IGP= ion getter pump.

Label

(Fig. 3.1)
Type Manufacturer Model

Maximum Pumping

Speed (l/s)

Wien filter TP Edwards [55] nEXT300D 350 (N2)

DD TP Edwards STP-603 650 (N2)

Bender TP Edwards STP-603 650 (N2)

IO1a TP Edwards STP-603 650 (N2)

IO1b TP Edwards STP-603 650 (N2)

NEG1 NEG SAES [56] CapaciTorr C2000 2000 (H2)

IGP IGP Agilent [57] VacIon Plus 500 410 (N2)

NEG2
NEG+

IGP
SAES

NEXTorr

D2000-10
2000 (H2)

The schematics for the ultra-high vacuum section of the beamline is shown in

Fig. 3.1. Additionally, all stainless steel (316LN) components of the beamline are

vacuum fired to reduce H2 outgassing [58] and later on the beamline will be in-situ

baked to 300 ◦C.

In addition to the HD-EBIT and for commissioning purposes, a smaller table top

EBIT (tt-EBIT) developed in the group of José Crespo [32], is available. The tt-EBIT

allows a flexible creation of highly charged ions of moderately heavy elements from

injected gas (e.g. 40Ar15+ or 129Xe25+).
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Figure 3.1: Schematic overview of the UHV beamline of the ALPHATRAP setup

as build up in the context of this thesis. IO=ion optics, IS=cross

beam ion source.

3.2 Electron beam ion traps

EBITs produce HCI through electron impact ionization. Therefore, a high-energetic

electron beam is guided through the center region of the EBIT where positively

charged ions are trapped. The confinement is similar to Penning traps in which the

radial confinement is done by a strong magnetic field, whereas the axial confinement

is done by adjacent cylindrical electrodes (so-called drift tubes, Fig. 3.2) creating a

radially symmetric electric field and by space-charge effects through the electron beam.

For positively charged ions, the confinement is enhanced due to space charge effects

by the electron beam crossing the trap region. The magnetic field can be generated

by superconducting magnets (HD-EBIT) or permanent magnets (tt-EBIT). The

latter allow operation in a non-cryogenic environment and a very compact design [59].
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The electric drift tube potentials for the axial confinement form a potential well that

allows the ions to leave the center either continuously via an energy gain from the

electron beam (leaky mode) or in bunches (pulsed mode) by pulsing certain drift tube

potentials.

Figure 3.2: Cross-sectional view of the central region of the tt-EBIT in the CAD-

model. The green beam and purple cloud represents a visualization of

the electrons and the ions [60].

Inside the central trap region of the EBIT different physical processes take place

which influence the extracted distribution and number of charge states [61]. The ions

are created by electron-impact ionization. In this process, an electron with kinetic

energy Ekin higher than the ionization potential Pi j is able to remove an electron

from the j-th shell of the ion in charge state i . The total cross section σ for single

ionization from charge state i to i+1 is given by a semi-empirical formula by Lotz [62]

σionizi→i+1(Ekin) =
∑
j=1

ai jqi j
ln (Ekin/Pi j)

EkinPi j

{
1− bi j exp

[
−ci j

(
Ekin

Pi j
− 1

)]}
, (3.1)

where ai j , bi j , ci j are empirical constants, qi j is the number of electrons in the j-th

shell where Pi1 denotes the ionization potential of the outermost shell, Pi2 of the next

inner sub-shell, etc. Typically σ peaks at around Ekin ≈ 3Pi j and decreases towards

higher and lower Ekin. In case Ekin � Pi j , (3.1) simplifies to:

σionizi→i+1(Ekin) =
∑
j=1

ai jqi j
ln (Ekin/Pi j)

EkinPi j
∝

lnEkin

Ekin

. (3.2)
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The effective rate of ionization for a charge state i with an ion density Ni is then

given by

Rioniz
i→i+1 =

Je

e
Niσ

ioniz
i→i+1(Ekin)f (re, ri), (3.3)

where Je is the electron-beam current density and f (re, ri) is a factor taking into

account the spatial overlap between the ion density distribution and the electron beam

characterized by their radii re, ri. The maximum kinetic energy of the electron beam

is determined by the potential difference between the drift tube and the cathode at

potential VDT and Vc, respectively. Due to space-charge effects of the electron beam

itself, the maximum kinetic energy is lowered, which is taken into account by the

space charge potential VSC:

Ekin = e (VDT − Vc − VSC) . (3.4)

Recombination processes counteract the ionization (ioniz) either by radiative recombi-

nation (recomb) with electrons or charge exchange (chgex) between ions. In addition,

the ions are heated by the electron beam through Coulomb collisions. An equilibrium

temperature is achieved by ion-ion energy exchange and evaporative cooling. In case

ions with charge q have a kinetic energy greater than q times the trap potential Vtrap,

they can escape the electrostatic well potential of depth Vtrap,rad in radial (radesc) or

of depth Vtrap,ax in axial direction (axesc) and are lost for any further charge breeding

processes. The evolution of the ion densities Ni in a charge state i can then be

described by a rate equation incorporating these processes:

dNi
dt

= Rioniz
i−1→i − Rioniz

i→i+1 + Rrecomb
i+1→i − Rrecomb

i→i−1 + Rchgex
i+1→i

−Rchgex
i→i−1 − R

axesc
i − Rradesc

i + Rsource
i .

(3.5)

For a continuous injection of neutral gas

Rsource
1 =

Je

e
N0σ

ioniz
0→1 (3.6)

and for i > 1,

Rsource
i = 0. (3.7)

The charge-state distribution depends on various operation parameters and has a

specific temporal evolution approaching a steady state and thermal equilibrium. Based

on the rate equations, the charge-state evolution can be calculated (Fig. 3.3).

The electron beam is provided by a thermionic emission source. In this emission

source, a cathode is heated. In this way the thermal excited electrons inside the

cathode material overcome the work function of the material and can leave the

material. By applying a negative voltage (typically in the kV range), the electrons are

repelled from the electrode and, by using additional electrodes, the electron beam can

be shaped and focused. The achievable emission current, in case there is no limitation
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Figure 3.3: Exemplary calculated charge-state distributions: (a) temporal evolu-

tion of argon charge states [61] (b) calculated steady-state charge-

state distributions for uranium [63].

due to space charge, is described by Schottky’s law for field enhanced thermionic

emission, where the emission current density Je depends on the temperature of the

cathode Tc, its work function Wc, the reduction of the work function by the applied

electrical field ∆W and a material specific constant Ac [64]:

Je(Tc,Wc) = AcT
2
c e
−−(W−∆W )

kBTc . (3.8)

From (3.3) follows that a high electron current density Je in the center region is

favorable for reaching the highest charge state. The magnetic field forms a fringing

field with a steep axial gradient towards the trap center forming a nonlinear lens and

compresses the electron beam which increases the current density. Space-charge

effects are a crucial limitation in the current densities for both the extraction of

electrons from the emission cathode and for the compression of the beam. They

can be calculated from Herrmann’s Theory [65–67]. The maximum electron beam

compression by a magnetic field is achieved for a perfect Brillouin flow, which is the

maximum current density for a laminar flow of electrons in a magnetic field [68]. In

this case, space charge and centrifugal forces acting on each electron are equal to

the Lorentz force. The potential due to space charge effects VSC is responsible for

trapping the ions radially. Assuming the electron beam has a homogeneous charge

distribution for a radius r ≤ r0, there is no space charge for r > r0 and the drift tube
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potential is VDT = 0 V, then the VSC can be calculated as [69]:

VSC (r ≤ r0) =
Ie

4πε0vz

[(
r

r0

)2

+ ln

(
r

r0

)2

− 1

]
, (3.9)

VSC (r ≥ r0) =
Ie

4πε0vz
ln

(
r

rDT

)2

. (3.10)

rDT is the radius of the inner drift tube, Ie is the electron beam current, ε0 is the

vacuum permittivity and vz the electron velocity given by vz =
√

2e(VDT−Vc)
me

. The

electron beam radius r0 can be estimated from the initial radius of the beam determined

by the cathodes diameter and the compression by the ratio of the magnetic fields at

the cathode and in the center region [70]. For the tt-EBIT parameters used in this

thesis, the space charge potential in the center of the EBIT is in the order of −9 V

(Fig. 3.4).

Figure 3.4: Predicted space charge potential VSC as a function of the radius in

drift tube 3. As typical parameters for the tt-EBIT, r0 = 88 µm,

VDT − Vc = 3 kV, Ie = 5 mA and rDT3 = 1.5 mm are used.

3.3 Wien filter

Both the continuous and the pulsed extraction from an EBIT yield a distribution of

many different charge states at the same time. However, the main aim is to inject a

single ion species with a specific charge state into the Penning trap. Therefore, the

ion beam must be separated according to its charge-to-mass ratio q/m. To achieve

this, either a separator magnet (this will be later on used for the ions from the
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HD-EBIT) or a Wien filter (positioned behind the exit of the tt-EBIT) can be used.

A detailed characterization of the Wien filter (Colutron Research Cooperation, model

600-B [71]) was done previously [72].

3.4 Microchannel plate detector

For the detection of the ions at strategic positions along the beamline, various

detection units are installed (Fig. 3.1). Each of these units contains a microchannel

plate detector [73] (Photonis USA, Inc., model APD 2 PS 18/12/10/5 I 40:1

P43 [74]). An MCP is an array of multiple single electron multipliers parallel to one

another. These are made of channels with a high aspect ratio2, with a coating on the

inside walls enhancing the secondary electron emission upon ion impact. To mimic a

dynode-like behavior, a voltage is applied across the front and back side accelerating

the secondary electrons to create an avalanche of electrons (Fig. 3.5). The axis of

the channels is slightly tilted against the entrance axis of the ions and two MCP

plates are stacked on top of each other, forming a so called chevron configuration.

These electrons are again accelerated towards the phosphor screen where they are

converted to photons in the visible spectral range, detectable for a CCD camera. This

allows a visual mapping of the ion beam position and shape (Fig. 3.6). The detection

units are installed on linear manipulator stages mounted in a CF160 double cross

so they can be moved in the pathway of the ions if necessary. Through a view port

and a mirror, optical access for a CCD camera (Allied Vision Technologies, model

Prosilica GC 655 [75]) is provided.

Figure 3.5: Schematic structure of a microchannel plate [76].

2Typically between 40 and 100 and diameters are in the range of 10 µm to 100 µm
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Figure 3.6: Exemplary image of a sequence of 40Ar1+ to 40Ar9+-ions mapped on

an MCP positioned behind the Wien filter operated in low dispersion.

The signal of ambient rest gas ions is superimposed on the lowest

charge states. The dotted circle denotes the active area of the MCP

with a diameter of 18 mm.

3.5 Pulsed drift tube

The ions extracted from the Heidelberg EBIT have a transfer kinetic energy qUtransfer

of typically about q × 10 kV [52]. The maximum voltage which can be applied to

the capture electrodes of the Penning-trap system is about ±500 V. Therefore the

ions have to be slowed down to a remaining kinetic energy of about . 200 qV, which

allows a dynamic capture of the ions in the Penning trap. The maximal kinetic energy

for which a dynamic capture in the Penning trap is possible is given by the maximum

potential that can be applied to the electrodes of the Penning trap. This potential

is limited the dielectric strength of the Penning-trap electrodes which are separated

from each other by only 140 µm. The deceleration in the pulsed drift tube uses an

approach similar to an in-trap lift electrode [77]. When the ions enter the drift tube,

the potential of this electrode is on a “high” potential Ulift slightly below the ions

transfer potential Utransfer. While the ions enter this drift tube, their kinetic energy is

reduced by the gained potential energy qUlift. Once the ions have entered the drift

tube, the lift electrode is switched to ground potential and reducing the ions potential

while leaving their kinetic energy unaffected. When the ions leave the lift electrode

section, they have now the remaining kinetic energy of q (Utransfer − Ulift).
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3.6 Cryostat and magnet

The Penning-trap system will operate at liquid-helium temperature of about 4.2 K. The

magnet was previously used for high-precision mass measurements at the SMILETRAP

experiment in Stockholm [78]. It is a superconducting magnet (Oxford Instruments,

NMR Division, Type 200/130 Cryostat Family Type [79]) with a vertical room

temperature bore (130 mm inner diameter) and is charged to a maximum central field

strength of about 4.02 T. Since the Penning-trap system and the detection electronics

have to be kept at cryogenic temperatures, a cryostat system was developed (Fig. 3.7).

The experimental setup consists of two dewar vessels and the trap chamber which is

inserted into the bore of the magnet3. The trap chamber and the cryogenic electronic4

section are thermally coupled to a liquid-helium dewar that acts as a cryogenic heat

sink. The liquid-helium dewar itself is then embedded in a liquid-nitrogen stage at

77 K. For the design of this cryostat, it is crucial to achieve a high thermal decoupling

between elements at different temperatures in order to minimize the heat flux into

the cryogenic section. To reduce the heat transfer through convection, the whole

system is kept at an insulation vacuum ≤ 1× 10−4 mbar. The transfer by thermal

radiation is reduced with multi-layer insulation (MLI). Therefore the nitrogen vessel

and other thermoconductive structural elements are covered by stacks of 10 to 40

layers of low emissivity polyester foil aluminized on both sides and separated by a layer

of scrim, acting as almost floating radiation shields. In order to reduce the heat flow

by thermal conduction, the support and suspension structures, should feature both

low thermal conductivity and high mechanical stability at the same time. Therefore

the support structures holding the liquid nitrogen vessel are hollow stainless steel

rods, whereas the liquid helium cryostat including the trap chamber is suspended on

vespel® rods [80].

3PhD Thesis I. Arapoglou, in preparation
4PhD thesis A. Weigel, in preparation
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Figure 3.7: Cross sectional view of the ALPHATRAP magnet and cryostat. The

77 K section is highlighted in blue and the 4.2 K section in magenta.

The blue and magenta vessels on top contain the liquid nitrogen (54 L)

and helium (15 L), respectively. In the center of the magnet bore, the

beamline (left inset shows the cryovalve) ends at the Penning-trap

system (right inset), which is encapsulated by the trap chamber at

4.2 K and the copper tube of the 77 K section.
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3.7 Double Penning-trap system

3.7.1 The double-trap setup

The design and principle of the Penning-trap system is based on previous sys-

tems already successfully used in the Mainz g-factor experiment [3–5], where it

was developed [48]. Today, this approach is well established and used in high-

precision Penning-trap experiments [81]. It consists of two orthogonal and com-

pensated open-endcap, cylindrical Penning traps [40] (Fig. 3.8). The trap tower is

made of gold-plated OFHC5 copper electrodes for the 5 electrode analysis trap (AT),

7 electrode precision trap (PT) and for the ion capture, transport and storage section.

The AT contains the magnetic bottle and serves solely for the detection of the spin

states. The precise measurement of the free cyclotron frequency and the sampling of

the Larmor resonance is done in the PT. The spatial separation is necessary to reduce

the magnetic field inhomogeneities in the PT caused by the magnetic bottle in the

AT, which lead to an energy depend modification and frequency shift of the cyclotron

and magnetron mode. The traps are installed in the homogeneous magnetic field

in the center of the superconducting magnet (Fig. 3.7). The inner diameter of the

AT and PT electrodes are 6 mm and 18 mm, respectively, with an absolute precision

better than 10 µm on the length and diameter of the electrodes. The PT is positioned

in the most homogeneous area of magnetic field for the precise measurement of

the motional eigenfrequencies and spin flip induction. In addition a magnetic bottle

is superimposed to the AT (Fig. 2.6 (a)), which allows a spin state detection by

exploiting the continuous Stern-Gerlach effect (section 2.3.2). The magnetic field

inhomogeneity is created by replacing a regular ring electrode of the AT with a

ferromagnetic CoFe ring electrode (Fig. 2.6 (a)). The strength of the magnetic

bottle characterized by its B2 term depends both on the ring geometry6 and the

saturation magnetization MS of the used material. The CoFe alloy (Vacuumschmelze,

VACOFLUX®50 [82]) used for the ring has a saturation magnetization of MCoFe
S

≈ 2.35 T. This creates a B2 field inhomogeneity of about 45 mT/mm2. This value is

derived from simulations and can be measured experimentally by a position-dependent

measurement of the magnetic field strength.

3.7.2 Measurement procedure in a double-trap system

As shown in equation (2.36), the g-factor can be determined by measuring the

frequency ratio Γ0 = ωL

ωc
. Therefore the spin state is first determined in the AT by

using the continuous Stern-Gerlach effect in the inhomogeneous magnetic field of

5Oxygen-free high thermal conductivity
6Higher values for B2 could be reached for smaller trap diameter. The diameter is limited since the

trap acts also as a waveguide for the microwave radiation inducing the spin flips. Therefore, the

size of the trap is restricted depending on the microwave wavelength.
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the magnetic bottle. Then, the ion is adiabatically7 transported to the PT, where

ωc is measured in the homogeneous magnetic field. At the same time8, one tries

to induce a spin flip via irradiation of a low power microwave signal with frequency

νrf. Subsequently, the ion is adiabatically transported back to the AT, where the

spin state orientation is again analyzed in the magnetic bottle (Fig. 3.9 (a)). By

repeating this several times for different νrf, the spin flip probability as function of Γ0

can be obtained (Fig. 3.9 (b)) and a value for the g-factor can be extracted by using

(2.36). In this measurement scheme, the precise determination of ωc and ωL is done

in the homogeneous field of the PT, whereas the spin state analysis is done in the

AT, yielding a spatial separation of these measurements. The spatial separation of

the homogeneous and inhomogeneous magnetic field is one of the main advantages

of this double-trap technique.

Figure 3.8: Cross-sectional view of the Penning-trap system as a CAD-model.

3.8 In-trap ion source

During the assembly of the experiment the decision was made to equip the trap system

with an additional ion source attached to the trap tower. This has two advantages:

On the one hand it allows to test, commission and debug the Penning-trap system

independently of the operability of the external components, for instance the injection

from the room temperature beamline via the tt-EBIT. On the other hand, it provides

an easy to operate and reliable device for the in-trap production of singly charged

beryllium ions 9Be+. In turn, these 9Be+ ions can be used in a planned implementation

of sympathetic laser cooling of HCI in the Penning trap.

7Adiabatic means here, that the variation of the motional amplitudes is comparably slow with respect

to the eigenfrequencies. In the best case, this transport does not change the energy or spin state.
8As a consequence of ωL and ωc being measured simultaneously the ratio Γ0 is self-consistent and

does not depend on the magnetic field drift between subsequent measurements
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Figure 3.9: (a) Principal measuring sequence for a g-factor determination via the

double-trap technique. The νL measurement is sandwiched by two

νz measurements in order to cancel first order voltage drifts. This

sequence is repeated several hundred times and for different spin flip

drive frequencies νrf (b) Spinflip probability as function of the ratio

Γ0 = ωL

ωc
. The dark grey band indicates the confidence band of the

Gaussian fit by using the maximum-likelihood method. The light grey

area indicates the 1σ-prediction band for the measurement data distri-

bution. The exemplary data are taken from [5] and similar resonances

are expected to be measured in the ALPHATRAP experiment.

The source is very similar to the one used in the Mainz g-factor experiments [3–5]

as a “creation trap” for an in-trap production of HCI up to lithium-like9 40Ca17+ [22].

Ions are created by electron-impact ionization through an electron beam. Fig. 3.10 (a)

shows a sketch of the in-trap ion source, which consists of a field emission point

(FEP), an acceleration electrode and an anode. The tip for the FEP is made by

electrochemical etching of a tungsten wire, where the very end of the tip is only

the size of a few to one atom of the wire material, similar to tips used for scanning

tunneling microscopes. The extraction of electrons from this cold cathode is based

on the principle of field emission by high electric fields. For electrons with an energy

lower than the work function of the material, it is possible to tunnel through this

barrier as described by the Fowler-Nordheim theory [83]. To enable this tunneling,

a strong electric field at the tip of the FEP has to be created. This can be done

by setting the acceleration electrode to a high positive potential in the range of

a few 100 V, while keeping the FEP cathode on a negative potential. Now, this

electric field deforms the potential barrier at the interface of the tip material and

the vacuum. As a consequence of this deformation, the probability for electrons to

tunnel through this barrier is increased, and electron emission can take place. The

cathode potential from which the electron start defines their kinetic energy. The

necessary kinetic energy depends on the ionization potential for the charge state

9The ionization potential of 40Ca17+ is ≈1.2 keV [30].
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of the ion which is supposed to be created. In the case of the production of 9Be+

ions10, a negative potential of about −30 V is sufficient. The generated electron

beam is then accelerated and guided through a hole (diameter of 0.7 mm) in the

anode into the Penning trap. There, one ring electrode is put to higher negative

potential and the electrons are reflected back towards the FEP. The electrons follow

hereby the strong homogeneous magnetic field lines. By keeping the emission of

the FEP continuously turned on, the current density of this electron beam builds up

while the beam is reflected back and forth. Through space charge effects the beam

widens in diameter until the electrons starts to impinge on the anode where atoms

are evaporated upon the electron impact and subsequently ionized in the electron

beam. For the production of different ion species, the corresponding material has to

be placed around the hole in the anode. This can be done by depositing a thin layer

of the material on the anode or by attaching a foil in which a small hole is pricked out

onto the anode. In the case of the production of 9Be+ ions, a beryllium or copper

beryllium foil can be attached on a second identical anode. The whole FEP ion source

is attached to lower end of the Penning-trap tower below the AT11 (Fig. 3.10).

Figure 3.10: (a) Cross sectional view of the FEP ion source design. (b) The ion

source mounted below the AT.

10The first ionization potential for 9Be+ is 9.32 eV [84].
11Note that this configuration will be used temporarily at the initial commissioning phase of the

ALPHATRAP experiment. Later on the rf waveguide for inducing spin flips will be connected at

this position.
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4 Results

The aim of this work was to set up and commission the ALPHATRAP beamline and

to demonstrate the efficient ion transport. At the beginning of the work, in May

2015, the beamline was assembled, and it was possible to operate it in an offline

mode in a separate laboratory. At this time, the later on vertical part of the beamline

was mounted horizontally. The setup except for minor modifications was similar to

the one shown in Fig. 3.1. The beamline section after the second quadrupole bender

is the later on vertical part of the beamline connecting the ion sources (tt-EBIT and

Heidelberg EBIT) located on the ground floor with the cryostat and magnet located

in the basement.

The motivation to build up the system in an offline laboratory was to be able to

test each component individually, so it would be easier to change, modify or repair

malfunctioning parts, before the beamline is finally assembled in the experimental hall

with restricted access since it is a radiation safety area. While the characterization and

demonstration of the Wien filter and ion optics were shown in previous theses [72, 85],

a transport of ions from the tt-EBIT through the whole beamline was not yet shown.

The results presented in this chapter focus on the characterization of the tt-EBIT and

a demonstration of the ion transport. The tt-EBIT is a prototype EBIT and developed

in the group of PD Dr. José Crespo at the Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik. One

of the results of this work is the production of argon ions up to 40Ar16+, which were

extracted in bunches from the tt-EBIT. The transport of bunched argon ions to

the end of the beamline was shown for the first time. For the deceleration of the

ions by the pulsed drift tube, time-of-flight (ToF) measurements are presented. The

experimental setup used to obtain these results is shown in Fig. 4.1.

In the following, abbreviations for different experimental parameters will be used:

The voltages applied to the drift tubes and extractor electrode of the tt-EBIT are

denoted as VDT,i and Vextr, where the index i represents the drift tubes 1 to 5. Drift

tube 1 is oriented towards the beamline and drift tube 5 faces the electron gun. The

potentials of the cathode, focus and anode of the electron gun are denoted as Vc, Vf

and Va. The emission current of the cathode is called Ie and the current applied to

the Wien filter is called IWF.

Due to a technical malfunction which broke the cathode, the tt-EBIT was unfortu-

nately not available anymore for the second half of this thesis. Nevertheless useful

results were obtained in the offline mode which will serve as starting point for the

upcoming final commissioning of the beamline at its final position (Fig. 4.2). This

results from tests in the offline laboratory will be presented in the following chapter.
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Figure 4.1: Photograph of the beamline in the offline laboratory. The most important

components are labeled.

4.1 tt-EBIT characterization

The aim was to become familiar with the tt-EBIT, to know its strength and issues

in order to find the best operation parameters for the upcoming commissioning

and operation of the ALPHATRAP experiment. The measurements focus on the

influences of different parameters on the extracted ions. Design and typical operation

parameters of the used tt-EBIT can be found in Tab. 4.1 and in [32, 69].

Table 4.1: Typical parameters of operation for the tt-EBIT used for this

thesis.

dimensions1 ≈32 cm× 32 cm× 32 cm VDT
3 1.5 kV to 1.7 kV

weight1 ≈50 kg Vc ≈− 1.5 kV

rest gas pressure2 <1× 10−9 mbar Vf −1.3 kV to −1.7 kV

Bmax 0.74 T Ie
4 ≈5 mA

1 without vacuum pumps or electron beam source
2 measured approx. 30 cm from the central region
3 settings for subsequent measurements, values of most stable operation
4 for the initially used BaO dispenser cathode
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Figure 4.2: Photograph of the tt-EBIT and the room temperature beamline next to

the HD-EBIT. The pathway of the ions coming from the tt-EBIT and

HD-EBIT is indicated by a dotted line.

Data acquisition procedure

For measurements the drift tube and extractor electrode potentials were optimized,

and the ions were ejected. After leaving the tt-EBIT, the ions pass a Sikler lens [86]

and are focused into the Wien filter. The Wien filter spatially separates the bunched

ions according to their charge-to-mass ratio, and the ions hit the MCP with a phosphor

screen behind. Images of the the phospor screen can be taken with a CCD camera

to record the intensity profile and position of the ion beam. For this separation the

magnetic field in the Wien filter is kept constant, while the electric field is varied.

While scanning the Wien filter deflection voltage, for each voltage step images of the

phosphor screen are taken (Fig. 4.3 (a)). Since the Wien filter voltage is increased

in each step, the charge states move in the plane of dispersion. By projecting each

acquired image into the plane of dispersion of the Wien filter (see Fig. 3.6), individual

line profiles are obtained (Fig. 4.3 (b)). These line profiles are stitched together

(Fig. 4.3 (c)) and a projection along the tilted line of dispersion yields a spectrum of
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the charges-state distribution (Fig. 4.3 (d)).

Figure 4.3: Exemplary scheme for stitching the taken images to obtain the charge-

state spectra. Explanation see text.

The voltages on the MCP and phosphor screen as well as the CCD-camera gain

and exposure time are chosen such, that the most intense ion charge states are

unsaturated in the acquired CCD image. If measurements are not done one after

another in a short time or with the same settings, attention should be paid when

comparing the signal intensities or count rates shown in different figures even though

all attempts were made to keep all settings the same and reproducible. One reason

for fluctuations within this thesis is found in the fact that for different measurements

the MCP detector model differs due to reconstruction of the whole beamline or due

to the fact that the measurements were done at different diagnosis unit downstream

the beamline (e.g. MCP1 and MCP4). Depending on which MCP was used and

which bias voltage was applied across the MCP plates, the gain of the MCP can differ

by more than an order of magnitude [73].
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Pulsed mode

The ions are extracted in bunches from the tt-EBIT, which is operated such that

the voltage configuration on the drift tubes forms an axially confining minimum in

the center of the trap region. Drift tube 3 has the lowest potential and therefore a

potential minimum along the length of drift tube 3 is established. In this potential

well, the ions are trapped and ionized by the electron beam crossing this volume. The

longer the trap is set to this confining configuration, the higher the charge states that

are bred until a certain equilibrium is reached depending on different parameters [61]

(Fig. 3.3), as discussed in section 3.2. After this breeding time, the potential on the

center drift tube is switched (switching time ≈100 ns) to a value higher than the

adjacent drift tubes. In this configuration the ions are ejected out of the tt-EBIT.

The time for the center electrode being on this high-potential configuration will herein

be called ejection time. For the injection of the ions into the Penning-trap setup,

the ions have to be bunched for enabling a dynamic capture. This requires a precise

timing of switching the ejection, deceleration (section 4.2) and capture potentials.

For this reason, a small width of the ToF distribution is crucial. A small width in

the ToF distribution reduces the loss of ions in the deceleration and capture process

and hence keeps the transmission and transport efficiency of the whole beamline

system and the capturing efficiency of the Penning-trap system high. The width

of the ToF is among other factors determined by the tt-EBIT drift tube geometry,

ejection potentials and the initial energy spread of the ion bunch.

Influence of the electron kinetic energy Ekin

In this measurement series, the influence of the electron kinetic energy on the charge-

state distribution was investigated. As explained in section 3.2, the ionization cross

section for ions by electron impact depends on the kinetic energy of the electrons,

Ekin (3.1), which is mainly given by the drift tube and cathode potentials (3.4). By

changing these two potentials, the kinetic energy of the electrons in the central drift

tube was varied in the range from 2923 eV to 3405 eV. As can be seen from Tab. 4.2,

it is not possible to create ions in charge state i > 16, since the therefore required

ionization potential Pi1 is strongly increased due to the 1s-shell closure and P17,1 is

larger than Ekin.

Table 4.2: Ionization energies Pi1 in keV for argon [30].

i 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 16 17 18

Pi1 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.12 0.42 0.54 0.68 0.86 0.91 4.12 4.42

Even though the electron kinetic energy is approximately three times the ionization

potential P16,1 for 40Ar16+ and a maximum in the ionization cross section would be
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expected, equation (3.5) shows that this does not imply a maximum in the abundance

of this specific charge state. The breeding of the charge states in the center region

is also governed by axial and radial escape rates, radiative recombination and charge

exchange processes that differ significantly for different charge states. Therefore

the maximum of the charge-state distribution lies below the charge state with the

maximum ionization cross section [61].

The spectra were obtained for a charge breeding time of 333 ms and an ejection

time of 20 µs, respectively. The Wien filter voltages and current were in the range

of 50 V to 270 V and 1.5 A, respectively, corresponding to a nominal magnetic field

of 32.1 mT [72] and the pressure was 2.2× 10−9 mbar. The individual electrode

potentials are listed in Tab. 4.3.

Table 4.3: Drift tube 3 is pulsed between the low value for breeding and the high

value for ejection. The drift tube and cathode potentials were varied

to obtain different kinetic energies of the electrons.
Ekin(eV) VDT1 (V) VDT2 (V) VDT3 (V) VDT4 (V) VDT5 (V) Vextr (V) Vc (V) Vf (V) Ie(mA)

2923 1595 1600 1550/2044 1850 1750 93 -1373 -1309 -4.7

2976 1595 1600 1550/2044 1850 1750 93 -1426 -1493 -5.2

3091 1648 1656 1665/2330 1944 1946 250 -1426 -1493 -5.2

3405 1648 1656 1665/2330 1944 1946 250 -1740 -1666 -6.3

In agreement with the theoretical predictions and expectations, higher electron

kinetic energies shift the maximum of the spectra towards higher charge states. For

the last measurement at Ekin = 3405 eV, the cathode potential was increased from

−1426 V to −1740 V, leading to an increase in the emission current Ie from −5.2 mA

to −6.3 mA (Tab. 4.3). It was observed that this emission current decreased by

≈2 mA over 18 hours, whereas for higher cathode potentials the current remained

constant. After changing the cathode potential to the higher initial value the emission

current was even lower than before at this potential. The emission current slowly

recovered in a couple of days, which was interpreted as a degeneration effect in

the cathode, possibly after bombardment off the cathode surface with rest gas ions.

Therefore, the emission current and cathode potential were kept at the lower value.

Nevertheless, it was shown that with the current setup of the tt-EBIT the boron- and

lithium-like argon ions 40Ar13+ and 40Ar15+ can be created.

Influence of the pressure

Furthermore, the influence of the argon injection pressure was investigated. Without

any gas injection, the rest gas pressure was in the range from 6× 10−10 mbar to

9× 10−10 mbar. As seen from the previous measurement series, the charge-state
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Figure 4.4: Argon extraction spectra obtained in the pulsed mode of the tt-

EBIT and for different electron kinetic energies. The intensities are

normalized to the maximum intensity of each charge-state distribution.

distribution does not solely depend on the ionization cross sections and kinetic energy

of the electrons. Indeed, the interaction between the trapped ions also influences quite

dominantly the obtained spectra, see equation (3.3). This motivated the following

measurements in which it was examined how the injection pressure of the argon gas

affects the charge-state distribution. A low injection gas pressure corresponds to a

low density of neutral atoms inside the tt-EBIT trap chamber region which should

reduce the rate of charge exchange and recombination processes. The following

figures show how the charge-state distributions change for different pressures. The

spectra were acquired with identical settings for the tt-EBIT, beamline and Wien

filter (Tab. 4.4) as well as the detection with the MCP and CCD camera. Solely

the pressure was increased incrementally from 1.0× 10−9 mbar to 8.1× 10−9 mbar,

measured approximately 30 cm above the center region of the tt-EBIT (Fig. 4.5).
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Figure 4.5: Charge-state distributions for different injection pressures of the Argon

gas.

When turning off the argon injection, a spectrum of the ambient rest gas can be

measured (Fig. 4.6). As expected, the rest gas spectrum has the composition of the

ambient air. It consists mainly of oxygen from singly charged to fully ionized ions1,

respectively. The measurement without Argon injection was done in the end which

explains the remaining argon ions in the rest gas spectrum. Nevertheless, it shows

that the maximum of the argon charge-state distribution is shifted from 40Ar12+ at

1× 10−9 mbar to 40Ar8+ at 8.1× 10−9 mbar, and the total yield of ions is decreased

at the same time.

The electron kinetic energy in this measurement was 2.8 keV and comparing this

to the 2.9 keV in Fig. 4.4 (the pressure there was 2.2× 10−9 mbar) the reduction

of the pressure by a factor of 2 shifts the maximum of the distribution by almost 4

charge states from 40Ar8+ to 40Ar12+. Even though the potential configuration does

not create a potential minimum at position of drift tube 3, a shallow trap is formed

at drift tube 2 in which the ions could be trapped and bred. The signal was optimized

to obtain the maximum signal for the ion distribution on the MCP. Even by forming a

1The ionization potentials for complete ionization of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen are 0.49 keV,

0.67 keV and 0.87 keV
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similar shallow trap with drift tube 3, the obtained signal was worse. Therefore, on

purpose the potential minimum was set for drift tube 2 to form a trap there.

Figure 4.6: Charge-state distributions of the ambient rest gas in the tt-EBIT

center region.

Table 4.4: Drift tube 3 pulsed between the low value for breeding and the high

value for ejection. The pressure was varied from 0.6× 10−9 mbar to

8.1× 10−9 mbar.

VDT1 (V) 1594 Vextr (V) 343 Ie (mA) -4.1

VDT2 (V) 1591 Vf (V) -1121 breeding time (s) 2

VDT3 (V) 1637/2144 Vc (V) -1183 ejection time (µs) 10

VDT4 (V) 1814 Va (V) 110 IWF 1.5

VDT5 (V) 1659
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Influence of the breeding time

The model for the charge-state evolution based on rate equations (3.5) shows that for

long breeding times the dynamics slow down and approach a steady state condition

(Fig. 3.3). Hence in these measurements the temporal evolution of the charge-state

distribution will be investigated. For this purpose the acquisition method was changed.

Instead of the CCD camera, a multichannel scaler (Stanford Research Systems, model

SR430 [87]) was employed. This device uses an adjustable leading-edge discriminator

and a fast counter with a minimal bin width of 5 ns to count the signal pulses caused

by the ions while impinging on the MCP. Furthermore, a fast timing amplifier (Ortec,

model VT120 [88]) was used to amplify the current pulses generated by the MCP

detector before sending them to the SR430. The accumulated counts are normalized

to the number of cycles and thus an average count rate per ejection can be calculated.

The prediction confidence interval for the average count rate is calculated from

the standard deviation of all cycles which were used for averaging. While keeping

the ejection time constant at 10 µs, the breeding time was increased incrementally

from 2.5 ms to 100 ms. The data was acquired for several differently charged argon

ions impinging on MCP1 behind the Wien filter (Fig. 4.7). The individual electrode

potentials are listed in Tab. 4.5.

Table 4.5: Settings for the measurement of the argon charge-state distribution

as a function of the breeding time (Fig. 4.7).

VDT1 (V) 1595 Vextr (V) 93 Ie (mA) -4.7

VDT2 (V) 1600 Vf (V) -1309 ejection time (µs) 10

VDT3 (V) 1550/1984 Vc (V) -1373 IWF (A) 2.3

VDT4 (V) 1850 Va (V) 110 pressure (10−9 mbar) 2.2

VDT5 (V) 1750
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Figure 4.7: Abundance of different argon charge states as a function of the

breeding time. Solid lines are a guide to the eye.

Similiar to the behavior predicted by the theoretical calculations (Fig. 3.3) and

shown in section 3.2, each charge state reaches a maximum abundance at different

breeding times.This observation can also seen in the charge-state distributions, where

the center of the charge-state distribution is shifted depending on the breeding time.

The higher the charge state, the later this maximum is reached.
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Influence of the ejection time

In the pulsed mode of operation, the ions are trapped and the charge states are bred in

the confining low potential configuration. The center region of this potential well can

only take a certain amount of ions. Thus, the yield of ions depends on how efficiently

the ions are ejected and will have a maximum determined by the initial number of ions

which were trapped in the tt-EBIT. This was studied in this measurement series. For

otherwise identical settings, the ejection time was varied from 0.1 µs to 1000 µs at a

breeding time of 167 ms. The individual electrode potentials are listed in Tab. 4.6.

The data were acquired for 40Ar8+ ions impinging on MCP4.

Figure 4.8: Number of 40Ar8+ ions per ejection from the tt-EBIT as a function of

the ejection time. The error is the standard deviation of the average

counts per ejection.

Already an ejection time larger than 4 µs does not increase the count rate, which

indicates a complete depletion of the ions from the trap region.
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Table 4.6: Used settings for the measurement of the ejection time influence on

the 40Ar8+ ion yield (Fig. 4.8).

VDT1 (V) 1594 Vextr (V) 234 Ie (mA) -4.7

VDT2 (V) 1600 Vf (V) -1307 breeding time (ms) 167

VDT3 (V) 1500/2044 Vc (V) -1372 IWF(A) 1.5

VDT4 (V) 1814 Va (V) 110 pressure (10−9 mbar) 3

VDT5 (V) 1659

4.2 Demonstration of ion transport

In this section, the results of the transport of the ions through the beamline are

presented. It was possible to obtain a focused ion beam at the last MCP detection

unit behind the large ion optics (Fig. 4.9). After the large ion optics follows the

last Einzel lens which is the last opportunity to manipulate the ion beam. For a

successful injection into the Penning trap, the beam has to be precisely focused into

the fringing field of superconducting solenoid magnet. The position of the focus has

to be determined with high accuracy since at the entrance of the Penning trap a

diaphragm of 3 mm (Fig. 3.8) is installed. This diaphragm serves as a limiting factor

for radial ion motion when injected into the trap center and also as a pumping barrier.

In addition it blocks heat radiation to reach the trap and is a dump for the millimeter

waves. In the following, results of ToF measurements for decelerated ion bunches are

presented.

Deceleration by the pulsed drift tube

For the injection and dynamic capture of the ions in the Penning trap their kinetic

energy has to be below . 200 qV. The deceleration is done in the pulsed drift tube of

the large ion optics. This section shows this procedure applied to 40Ar9+ ion bunches

extracted from the tt-EBIT. Fig. 4.10 shows the resulting ToF-distributions as a

function of the lift electrode potential Ulift. The number of counts is again obtained

by measuring the ion signal pulses of the MCP via the multichannel scaler. The pulsed

drift tube electrode used in the large ion optic element has a length llift of 495 mm

and an inner diameter of 50 mm. The flight time of ions that travel through the lift

electrode is given by tlift = llift
vion

= llift
√

mion

2q(Utransfer−Ulift)
. A deceleration down to a kinetic

energy of q × 200 V leads to tlift ' 5.3 µs for 40Ar9+ and tlift ' 4.0 µs for 208Pb81+,

respectively. In order to minimize the loss of ions during deceleration the whole ion

bunch has to be in the pulsed section of the drift tube at the same time. This restricts

the acceptable maximum width of the ToF of an incoming bunch. The time for

switching of the voltage on an electrode with a fast high transistor switch (Behlke
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Figure 4.9: 40Ar9+ ions on MCP4 at a deceleration voltage of 1950 V. This

corresponds to a remaining kinetic energy of 9× 65eV. The dotted

circle denotes the active area of the MCP of a diameter of 18mm.

Power Electronics, model GHTS 100A [89]) is on the order of <100 ns for a load

capacitance <500 pF. This kind of switch combines a large number of MOSFETs in

series and paralell connections. By driving the individual MOSFETs synchronously

and with a low impedance it is possible to obtain nanosecond transition times [89].

For each drift tube voltage, 9000 ejection cycles were accumulated.

Table 4.7: Used settings for the measurement of the ToF distributions of 40Ar9+

ions as a function of the deceleration voltage (Fig. 4.10).

VDT1 (V) 1594 ejection time (µs) 1

VDT2 (V) 1600 breeding time (ms) 30

VDT3 (V) 1500/2044

VDT4 (V) 1814

VDT5 (V) 1659
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Figure 4.10: ToF distributions of 40Ar9+ ions arriving on MCP4 for different lift

electrode voltages Ulift. The bin width of the multichannel scaler

was set to 5 ns. The ToF for the undecelarated ions with a transfer

energy of 9× 2015 eV is ≈ 18.7 µs and the counts are accumulated

for 9000 ejections per voltage.

Figure 4.11: Average ToF as function of the deceleration potential Ulift. From

the fit (for details see text) an initial starting potential of 2015(1) V

can be estimated (green line).
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From Fig. 4.10 can be seen that the width of the ToF distribution increases for

higher deceleration potentials. At the same time the total number of ions is decreasing

by a factor of 5 (Fig. 4.11). Using the average TOF data, the starting potential U0

of the ions in the tt-EBIT can be estimated. Therefore, a simplified model is fitted

to the ToF data. It is assumed that the ions propagate through the beamline with

a constant average velocity. The total time of flight ttotal can then be decomposed

into a time t1 in which the ions travel at the initial velocity a distance s1 to the point

of deceleration and into a time t2, in which the ions propagate with their reduced

velocity the distance s2 until the MCP,

ttotal = t1 + t2 =
s1√
cU0

+
s1√

c(U0 − Ulift)
. (4.1)

c equals 2q/mion. The red line in Fig. 4.11 is a fit of equation (4.1) to the data. From

this fit, the initial starting potential of U0 = 2015(1) V is derived, for which the ToF

would diverge.

4.3 Conclusions

The main purpose of the tt-EBIT is to be used for the commissioning and tests

of the beamline and the Penning-trap system. Two main criteria for a successful

commissioning are:

The ion species extracted from the tt-EBIT has to meet the design parameter of

the Penning-trap system such that the detection circuits and amplifiers can be tested.

The yield and the transport efficiency of this ion species has to be high enough that

an injection into the Penning trap is feasible in a reasonable time.

Test of the trap system

For the test of the detection of the ion’s axial motion, its q/m ratio should be

comparable to possible measurement candidates, in order to be able to detect a

signal. Since the measurements are expected to be done for ions up to 208Pb81+,

in the following this ion species is used for a comparison with the properties of the

extracted argon ions. The axial frequency can be calculated similar to the case of an

ideal Penning trap (2.22) with an additional coefficient C2 due to the trap geometry

and can be calculated [40]. The axial frequency reads then

νz =
ωz

2π
=

√
qΦ0C2

md2
, (4.2)

where C2 = 0.59 and d = 9.16 mm are the trap specific parameters for the precision

trap of ALPHATRAP. The axial frequency for an ion can be changed via the trap

potential which is restricted to Φ0 < 100 V for ALPHATRAP. For the detection
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the resonance circuits have to be tuned to a predetermined value. Comparable to

values in previous setups [5], the axial frequency axial frequency is here assumed to be

650 kHz, which results in a trap potential of Φ0 ≈ 63 V for 208Pb81+ and Φ0 ≈ 98 V

for 40Ar10+, respectively. This axial frequency sets a limit to the minimum argon

charge state, that can be trapped with a voltage Φ0 < 100 V. Therefore argon ions

with a charge ≥ 10 have to be used.

Test of the ion injection

As seen in the previous section, for an assumed axial frequency of 650 kHz, argon

ions in a charge state ≥ 10 are suitable candidates to be measured with this tuning of

the axial circuit. In the following, the expected numbers of 40Ar10+ ions per ejection

cycle is roughly estimated.

Even though the data for the count rates at MCP4 behind the large ion optics were

measured for 40Ar8+, it can be seen from Fig. 4.5 that the count rate for 40Ar10+ is

approximately the same. Therefore, in the following considerations the count rate

of 40Ar8+ and 40Ar10+ is to be assumed at least equal at MCP4. From Fig. 4.8 at

least 40 events per ejection can be derived for the case of undecelerated ions. The

efficiency of the MCP for positive ions can be estimated from literature [41, 90, 91]

to be ≈ 50%, so that the actual number of ions is probably higher by a factor of ≈ 2.

From Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 it can be estimated that the width of the ToF of the

bunches is about 1 µs and shows less than 100 events per ejection, corresponding to

a rate of < 100 MHz. The bandwidth of the preamplifier is 10 to 350 MHz and the

maximum count rate of the MCA is 100 MHz. Even here a larger number of ions

would be underestimated. So far the considerations about the detection efficiency

lead to a countrate of ≈ 2× 40 ions per ejection. Fig. 4.11 also shows that by the

deceleration process from q × 1150 V to about q × 100 V remaining kinetic energy

reduces the registered events per ejection by ≈ 10%. Thus still more about 70 ions

per ejection could be focused on the opening diaphragm of the Penning trap, which

blocks some of the ions. In order to get an estimate on this effect, the diameters

of the diaphragm (ddia = 3 mm) and the spot size of the ion beam can be compared

(Fig. 4.9). The diameter of the spot can be estimated as dbeam ' 4 mm. Assuming

a homogeneous distribution of the ions inside the beam, then the number of ions

passing the diaphragm would decrease by a factor of 1−
(
ddia
dbeam

)2

≈ 0.44. Therefore

one would lose about 50% of the ions, and one could inject still about 35 ions per

ejection from the tt-EBIT into the trap. Since the magnetic field gradient starts

above the diaphragm, the magnetic field even supports the injection by guiding and

compressing the beam assuming the beam were pointed to the correct radial position

in the fringing field. Although final measurements remain to be done, this modest

estimate based on simplified assumption should at least give an idea of the order of

magnitude and that the number of extracted ions from the tt-EBIT is appropriate for

the upcoming final commissioning.
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4.4 Laser ablation source for beryllium ions

A future major step to reduce the measurement uncertainty and open up new physics

possibilities at ALPHATRAP is the implementation of sympathetic laser cooling of

HCIs. The laser cooling can be used the reduce the temperature of the HCIs even

further than with the common techniques used in similar experiments so far, which

results in a increased precision, see chapter 5. Because there are no optical transitions

in the level structure of HCIs, they have to be cooled sympathetically by another ion

species. In this method, different ions are cooled by their mutual Coulomb interactions.

One ion species (for instance 9Be+) is directly cooled by laser cooling, whereas the

second ion species (a HCI) is cooled through the Coulomb interaction with the cooled

ions species. Both can be cooled to a common equilibrium temperature. For this

reason, a reliable and effective source for 9Be+ ions is needed. In this section, the

production of 9Be+ in a laser ablation source is presented. For this purpose, a feasibility

study was done in the context of this thesis at the TRIGA-TRAP experiment at the

University of Mainz [92]. This double-Penning trap mass spectrometer experiment

is equipped with a laser ablation source [93] and the group offered kind support for

tests. In measurements for the TRIGA-TRAP experiment, carbon targets are used

for the creation of singly charged carbon clusters as mass references. In the following

measurement, a thin copper beryllium2 foil was attached on the rotatable carbon

target. Due to the toxicity of pure beryllium, in these first tests copper beryllium

was used since this alloy in solid form has no known health hazard. The main goal

was to see if it is feasible to use a laser ablation source for the production of singly

charged 9Be+ ions despite its high first ionization potential of 9.32 eV [84]. A pulse

from a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser3 is focused on the target. Some of the

material is explosively ablated and transformed into a dense plasma plume in which

electron-ion thermalization takes place and a distribution of typically low charge states

is created [94]. The ions are extracted and by a radiofrequency quadrupole structure

guided into the beamline of the TRIGA-TRAP experiment, where a ToF distribution

can be measured (Fig. 4.12). The calibration for the ToF spectrum is done by using

charge-to-mass ratios of well known reference ions. The time of flight ti of one ion

with charge qion and mass mion is ∝
√
mion/qion and therefore for different ion species

one obtains4:

ti = tref

√
qref

qi

mi

mref

. (4.3)

For the calibration, the laser is focused on a carbon target. As reference ion, the

highly abundant alkali ion 39K+ is used and the obtained calibration shows good

agreement with other ambient ion species such as singly charged 14N+
2 ,16O+

2 ,16N+

2CuBe, compositon by mass: 98% Cu, 2%Be, Ni+Co 500-4000 ppm
3λ = 532 nm, typical parameters: pulse length 5 ns, focus diameter ' 0.85 mm, power density 120 -

250 MW/cm2, repetition rate ≤1 Hz
4The time offset in the TOF due to signal transit time, which is in the order of 0.1 µs to 0.5 µs, is

neglected here.
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and carbon clusters C+
7 to C+

11 (Fig. 4.13). Immediately after the calibration, the

target was rotated and the laser pulse now hit the CuBe foil. A ToF spectrum

(Fig. 4.14) was acquired by accumulating the spectra for 759 laser shots and 9Be+

were unambigiously created. The number of total counts for the range 9 u to 16 u is

190 and 1720 for the range from 29 u to 74 u. This corresponds to ≈ 0.25 Be and

≈ 2.25 Cu ions detected per laser shot5. From the analysis of the individual spectra

per laser shot can be seen, that the abundance of Cu ions is typically in the range

of 10 to 30 ions per laser shot and the width of the ToF is about 1.8 µs. This can

lead to a saturation of the detection [95] and hence the number of Cu ions can be

underestimated. However this does not affect the count rate of the Be ions. This

is certainly not the maximum achievable yield of Be ions. The measurements and

especially the extraction were not optimized for a maximum yield of light ions, since

it is usually used for heavier carbon clusters. The yield could be increased by using a

pure Be foil instead of CuBe and it was observed that the total yield also depended

on the laser pulse power.

The envisaged sympathetic laser cooling for the ALPHATRAP experiment relied

on the reliable production of 9Be+ ions. These results confirmed that a laser ablation

source can be used for the production of singly charged beryllium ions and these ions

could then be injected into the Penning-trap system for sympathetic laser cooling at

ALPHATRAP. Therefore this measurement triggered the development of the FEP ion

source as an intermediate in-trap source for beryllium (section 3.8) and furthermore

initiated the development of an own laser ablation source for the ALPHATRAP

experiment for the long term.

5This number is the detected events. Due to extraction, transport and detection efficiencies, the

actual number of created beryllium ions is supposedly higher.
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Figure 4.12: Sketch of the laser ablation ion source at TRIGA-TRAP. The pro-

duced ions are extracted with an extraction with an extraction plate

of Pierce geometry and the radiofrequency quadrupole structure and

by the 90° electrostatic bender deflected into the beamline for the

ToF measurement [93].

Figure 4.13: Laser ablation spectrum for a carbon target. For the calibration of

the ToF, 39K+ was used.
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Figure 4.14: Laser ablation spectrum for a CuBe target. For details see text.
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5 Outlook

The aim of this work was the setup and commissioning of the ALPHATRAP beamline.

For this purpose, a characterization of a compact room-temperature tt-EBIT was

carried out, which serves as an ion source for testing the beamline. In the future, this

tt-EBIT will be used to provide highly charged ions for the commissioning of the final

beamline setup and the Penning-trap system including the injection and storage of

these ions.

It was shown that with the current setup ions with an ionization potential up

to 0.9 keV can be produced, such as boron-like and lithium-like argon ions. These

were extracted in bunches and subsequently transported through the beamline. For

a successful injection of highly charged ions into the Penning-trap system, the ion

bunches have to be decelerated by a pulsed drift tube. The operation of important

ion-optical elements and the pulsed drift tube could be confirmed. The measurements

presented here were performed with the beamline setup in an separate offline laboratory.

The operating parameters found in this testing phase will serve as starting point

for the upcoming beamline commissioning at its final position. The relocation of

the ALPHATRAP beamline from its offline location to the final setup next to the

Heidelberg EBIT was prepared and completed. During this process, the beamline

was disassembled into its individual elements and rebuilt at its final position in the

experimental hall. There, it was mounted on a new support structure and aligned

with respect to the other components such as the magnet. The cryostat mounted on

top of the magnet was also assembled and inserted into the magnet. The magnet

became operational as well and was charged to a magnetic field of 4.02 T.

Moreover, the preparation for an extension of the ALPHATRAP experiment was

carried out. In a next phae, the ALPHATRAP experiment will be equipped with the

possibility of sympathetic laser cooling, improving the experimental system consider-

ably:

First of all, a reduction of the temperature is equivalent to a reduction of the

amplitudes1 of the ion’s motional eigenmodes. By this the ions are confined in a

smaller space, which makes them less sensitive to anharmonicities in the trapping

fields and energy dependent frequency shifts and will increase the achievable precision.

The precision for the measurement of the modified cyclotron frequency ν+ by the

phase-sensitive technique, the pulse and amplify (PnA) method, will be improved by

lower temperatures. Since ν+ represents the largest contribution to the free cyclotron

frequency a more precise measurement with a lower thermal phase jitter will increase

1In a Penning trap reducing the amplitudes of motion means decreasing the energy in the cyclotron

and axial mode, whereas energy has to be added to the magnetron mode.
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the precision in the determination of the free cyclotron frequency.The detection of

the spin flip in the AT via the axial frequency shift ∆ωz ∝ 1√
mion

is a challenge when

going to heavier ions. Since the dipole heating rate in the cylcotron mode scales with

the energy in this mode, further cooling would decrease this rate and facilitate the

detection of the spin flip [96].

As prearrangement for this upgrade, the possibilities for 9Be+ ion sources were

explored. Measurements with a laser ablation source at the TRIGA-TRAP experiment

in Mainz confirmed the capability of this type of ion source to produce these ions

in sufficient amount. This led to the start of the development of a custom made

laser ablation source for the ALPHATRAP experiment. In the medium term, in

order to have an ion source for tests and commissioning of the Penning-trap system

available, a field emission point ion source was designed and went into production.

This field emission ion source is mounted below the Penning-trap system and allows

an in-trap production of ions. With these sources, and the ongoing final assembly of

the remaining experimental setup, ALPHATRAP will soon start to test bound-state

quantum electrodynamics under extreme conditions.
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